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May He Confuse and Confound 
(October 19, 2021) 

Look at the images of tweets from Twitter. The poster clearly implies 

he wants people to die by not allowing them health care services if 

they do not take the vax. How reprehensible is this? We never masked 

up or social distanced for any other illness even though thousands 

upon thousands died during annual flu seasons. No one then who did 

not get the flu vax was denied health care at hospitals. 

We are reliving that Holocaust again, but this time, on a worldwide 

scale and not solely dedicated to eradicating one particular group of 

people. It seems Nazis today wear business suits and head up and/or 

own huge corporations that tend to seek to control what we can buy, 

what we can say, and where we are allowed to travel. I cannot 

encourage readers enough to watch the video (hat tip to Grandma Jeri). 

This woman's courage and understanding about current events is stark 

and unsettling. The video can be seen here: Glazov Gang: Holocaust 

Survivor on COVID Mandates and Nazisim 

With everything happening today, it appears the attempts to control all 

people and aspects of life has become clearly obvious for many. 

People in powerful positions are dictating to the rest of us and if we 

don't like it, then we should simply opt for the CV jab. Then and only 

then can we get back to "normal." But this normalcy or "freedom" is 

not freedom at all. The goal is to micromanage all aspects of people in 

global society and to do that, all people must first be controlled. This 

should not be that difficult to see, yet too many are not seeing it, 

relegating people like me to the "conspiracy" files. 

More studies are showing that getting the vax does not produce lower 

CV rates. Fauci first told us the vax would be about 95% effective. 

Turns out it's far lower than that, yet the pressure to get the vax 

remains high even though the survivability rate for CV is 99.8%+. 

Why the continued push for a vax that is clearly well below projected 

efficacy ratings? Why should my wife get the vax when she clearly has antibodies against it, 

proving she had it? 

People clearly forget about Nimrod; the first "globalist" (Genesis 10-11). He sought to gather all 

people then under his thumb in unity, where he would rule over them. Had God not intervened 

then, this world would have been destroyed long ago by God's full judgment. Unknown to 

Nimrod, he was energized and used by Satan to be the man through which Satan would rule the 

entire earth at that time. Every dictator since Nimrod had the same goal: rule the world, 

including today's globalist. 
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Link to article here: Vaccination Rates 

Global rule and control has been a recurring theme 

in movies, books and even cartoons. No one can 

deny the aspirations of some have led them to 

attempt a take over of the entire world in nearly 

every generation. Hitler was a fairly modern-day 

example of how someone came to believe 

themselves to be more than they were (because of 

Satan's lies and energy), and sought to exert 

control over the entire globe. It is astounding just 

how many fell in line behind Hitler, allowing him 

to massacre Jews and others considered to be "less 

than" human and therefore undesirable. As the 

video above notes, Hitler started things off by 

promoting the lie that Jews were disease carriers and 

spreaders. This same thing is happening today with 

the unvaxxed being blamed for the spread of CV, when in point of fact, it's more likely the vax 

itself is spreading the disease with "breakthrough" infections. 

Today, Nazis in business suits direct the world and their agents from the comfort of their 

expensive homes or well-appointed ivory towers far away from the common person. They gather 

regularly to determine how to bring the world to heel and, like Nimrod, they see themselves as 

ruling the world over the rest of us as their serfs; those who are allowed to remain alive at any 

rate. The Great Reset is not conspiracy theory. It is real from the likes of Klause Schwab and his 

agents to bring about world domination. On that note, here is the second part of an article about 

the Great Reset: The Great Reset: A Pre-Planned Solution to an Anticipated Crisis 

Too many people today (Christians among them), cannot conceive of the fact that Satan would 

choose to work through and manipulate powerful people to do his bidding, just as he worked 

through and manipulated Hitler, Stalin, Mussolini, Caesars, Antiochus Epiphanes and Nimrod. It 

cannot happen in our modern world, they believe. Government, Big Pharma, and others really 

want to help us, not harm us, they mindlessly intone. 

How do these folks think the Tribulation is actually going to appear on this world? Is it simply 

going to fall out of the sky; one moment not here, the next moment it is here? Won't it more 

naturally build to that point over time, like the proverbial frog in the water getting to a boil? 

Moreover, do they really believe that Satan, while completely defeated at Calvary's Cross, has 

been rendered powerless? Maybe where authentic Christians are concerned, but God still allows 

Satan to have power and use that power to achieve whatever he thinks he can achieve. He is 

(present tense), the Prince of the power of the air (Ephesians 2:2). He maintains power and 

wields it in order to dominate. I firmly believe God will allow Satan to achieve what he promised 

to do in Isaiah 14; Ezekiel 28, to become like the "Most High." I believe it will happen on this 

earth. I simply do not know when it will occur. 
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The Holocaust survivor (Vera), in the above linked 

video highlights what she believes to be a current 

Holocaust that is designed to look like a pandemic, 

one in which those in power are helpless to bring to 

a close and need all to take the vax. We can only 

pray that God will hold these people accountable in 

this life as well as the next. 

But what about the vax? More articles indicate the 

vax is the problem, not the help. This particular 

article is well worth the read through: "Will 

Vaccine-Linked Deaths Rise Sharply This Winter?" 

It presents a great deal of information culled from 

medical sources throughout the world. It explains in 

plain English what the vax does once inside the 

body, how it destroys certain cells and attacks the 

endothelial lining of blood vessels. In essence, it 

purportedly attacks the immune system and causes 

it to attack the body. Does it do it right away? Only 

in some folks. In others, problems appear later on. 

Here is a quote from the article. 

'I am concerned about the possibility that the new vaccines aimed at creating immunity against 

the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein have the potential to cause microvascular injury to the brain, 

heart, liver and kidneys in a way that does not appear to be assessed in the safety trials.' Dr J. 

Patrick Whelan 

My wife and I know more and more people who've had the vax are dying. Will this change? 

According to many in the medical community, we'll see more and more people dying. Yet, the 

powers that be and the "experts" continue to urge us to get the vax. Dr. Fauci and others continue 

their "programming" over society with images of doom so that we continue to fear CV and come 

to believe that unless we follow their recommendations fully, we risk losing our lives. 

But as Christians, what should our response to this be? Picking up with Psalm 37, we learn 

exactly what God expects us to do. 

6 He will make your righteous reward shine like the dawn, 

your vindication like the noonday sun. 

7 Be still before the Lord 

and wait patiently for him; 

do not fret when people succeed in their ways, 

when they carry out their wicked schemes. 

8 Refrain from anger and turn from wrath; 

do not fret—it leads only to evil. 

Please read carefully, then ask WHY? 

(Click on image to open larger image in  

new tab)  
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9 For those who are evil will be destroyed, 

but those who hope in the Lord will inherit the land. 

Notice it tells us God will make our righteous reward shine like the dawn. This speaks of our 

ultimate goal when we stand before Him, but I also believe it speaks of our progress and victory 

in this life as well. Because of this, we should "be still before the Lord and wait patiently for 

Him." This is not easy at all, but we need to get there. We must not be driven by situations, but 

by our faith in God. Verses 7b - 9 repeat what we learned in the first five verses. We should not 

waste time being angry at the evil doer. We should turn from wrath because too often our wrath 

only leads to evil (sin). God will deal with the evil people in His time. 

That is precisely what makes it so difficult for us. We ask, "When?!" like those who are 

martyred in Revelation 6:9-11. They had already died yet they still wanted to know when God 

would avenge their deaths. 

9 When He opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had 

been slain for the word of God and for the testimony which they held. 10 And they 

cried with a loud voice, saying, “How long, O Lord, holy and true, until You 

judge and avenge our blood on those who dwell on the earth?” 11 Then a white 

robe was given to each of them; and it was said to them that they should rest a 

little while longer, until both the number of their fellow servants and their 

brethren, who would be killed as they were, was completed. 

God told them to "rest a little while longer." It is very difficult to wait for God's justice when we 

see so much injustice happening on a daily basis, isn't it? So, here are a few things I'd like to 

suggest that may make it easier. First, I'm praying that God would knock the bottom out of the 

globalists' attempts to gain control over the world, just as He did during the days of Nimrod. In 

Genesis 10-11, God did not respond to the growing situation because of prayers of saints. The 

Bible tells us He simply "came down" to get a firsthand look at what Nimrod and the others were 

attempting to do. He didn't need to come down, but it proves He is in His Creation and the affairs 

of people. 

God saw what Nimrod was attempting and knew if he succeeded, there would be nothing people 

could not achieve. So, God destroyed their unity by introducing languages. Instantly, people 

began to find others whom they could understand and went off and founded specific cultures 

based on the uniqueness of their language. This meant that Satan had to start all over again and it 

took him thousands and thousands of years to get us to this point where once again, the concept 

of unity is being used to establish a one-world government. Notice in this instance, God did not 

kill anyone. He simply introduced something to confuse people. 

My prayer is that God will, once again, confuse and confound the globalists, if it is His will to do 

so. If God would interrupt their plans, they would have to start again in some other way. Will 

God do this? I have no idea at all, but I notice that when I pray this way, I am not angry. I am 

concentrating on what God may do, if He chooses. More and more people are waking up to the 

truth of what is happening and rejecting the lies. This is becoming a global movement with 
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thousands protesting and resisting the move by globalists and their agents to gain full control 

over global society. 

It may well be the time that God allows this to global unity to continue to move forward, but He 

also may provide a respite too. I don't know and neither do you, so praying for Him to 

confuse/confound is something we can do. 

The past few days have been interesting on a personal level. I've realize that for the past four 

years I've been occupied with all the jobs around our home since we moved in. Those jobs have 

finally been mostly taken care of and I now realize I'd like to do something outside the home and 

reserve any remaining household jobs for the weekends. At once I was extremely frustrated 

because I thought, "I don't want to get the vax and I'm not crazy about wearing a mask either and 

I don't want to work on weekends!" Every job I thought about meant working nights or 

weekends, wearing a mask and possibly being told I needed to vax up. I prayed earnestly about 

it. The anger at society's situation angered me. Yet, I persevered in spite of my anger and 

frustration; (something I'll note that Cain did not do and became his downfall, Genesis 4). 

Yesterday, God provided a job in which I'll work a few hours each day, but not weekends. I 

asked about the vax mandate and was told I was under no pressure to get it, nor did I have to 

wear a mask. It was totally up to me. God answered every aspect of my prayers! To Him be the 

glory. 

I will look at this job as a sort of ministry, hopefully and carefully living in way that glorifies 

Him and wakes people up to their need for Him and what's happening in the world today. I will 

also continue asking our Lord to confuse and confound globalists so that they turn on themselves 

so that they are divided and will fall. Let them have to start all over again. 

I'd like to encourage readers/listeners to do the same thing. I fully believe God answers prayers. 

He will provide what we need and He may do more if we are willing to ask Him. 
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